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Theme of the Month
Compassion and Love
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World Read Aloud Day - Grade V

Feb- 2023

There is no friend as a loyal book",said Ernest Hemingway. Believing in this,
TSGE celebrated World Read Aloud Day by organising various engaging
activities which were not limited to the four walls of the classrooms but
reached the homes of neighbours, friends and family too. The learners were
engaged in activities ranging from reading to their friends within their grades,
across different grades, with hardcopies and softcopies, creating mind-maps
of the learning outcomes of reading aloud, and a story walk too. An unique
activity of reading aloud was carried out on returning back home where the
learners read out their favorite parts from books to their  extended family and
friends and also to their drivers, neighbours and even their maids. Must say
that the bonds between the reader and the book were undoubtedly
strengthened. 
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Let’s Personify - Grade V
Believing in the power of originality, Grade V learners were encouraged to

visualise a story of their own and plan. They also were encouraged to
transfer these visualisations to creative doodles. It was undoubtedly an

enjoyable experience. Here are a few glimpses. 
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Kidzania - Prep I to
Grade VI

“Do not keep children to their studies by compulsion but by play”, said Plato
and his words still ring true.

 
In cognizance with the above thought, TSGE organized a picnic to Kidzania on
February 2023 for its learners from Prep I till Grade VI which is a unique and
interactive indoor theme park. It gives a real- life experience to kids through
role-play activities. All the learners enjoyed the tour to this theme park. By
blending reality with entertainment, it provides an authentic and powerful
development platform where the learners explore and learn about the real-
world occupations. Learners enjoyed understanding about real-world
occupations in private services, public services, entertainment industry, airline
industry and other sphere of life. Students played the role of pilot, doctor, chef,
firefighter, and many other professions with full gusto.
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Kidzania - Prep I to
Grade VI
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Valentine's Day Celebration -
Wonder Years

Another day, another celebration! The little ones at TSGE were invited to come
dressed in red and pink to celebrate this Valentine’s Day. Each classroom had a
special activity in accordance with their age group to celebrate the day. The
learners witnessed how to make a special chocolatey treat together with their
facilitators! We witnessed a beautiful day together in harmony and love.
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Global Perspective Skit-
Grade V
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Collaboration fuels individual strength for mutual success, and it gives us the pride
to show how wonderfully Grade V collaborated and did a role play for the GP topic -
World of Works. They made a questionnaire for interviewing a factory owner who
was shutting his factory. The interviewer interrogated the owner, cross-questioning
the workers losing their job and their families about the future plan. They talked to
the robot designer who was turning the simple factory into an automated/AI-driven

factory. Here is  a glimpse.
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Clean Environment Posters
- Grade V
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Wonder Years Learners'
Felicitation
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Thermic Tablets
Montessori - Prep II
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The Montessori Thermic Tablets are a sensorial material that is designed to isolate
and refine a child's thermic sense, or sense of temperature. This was a fascinating
activity for learners because there is no outside force causing the tablets to differ in
temperature. This opened up conversations about what each tablet is made of and
why they don't all seem to have the same temperature. In activity extension they
tried to pair the correct temperature with their eyes closed (enhancing their
stereognosis sense). The learners also order the tablets from coolest to warmest and
warmest to coolest.
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Book Reading in Pre
Primary Library Section -

Prep II
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Developing strong literacy skills helps prepare our learners not only for success in
reading and writing but also in other academic fields. It also helps them become

more able to interpret the world around them. At TSGE we believe in giving earlier
access to the library as it’s not just a place that houses books, it is a place where

children learn to explore and imagine a world beyond their own, to information and
learning opportunities.
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Units of Measurement -
Grade II
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Measurement is used in our day to day life. Measurement is a technique in which
the properties of an object are determined by comparing them to a standard
quantity. To teach the learners different units of measurement, hands-on
experience was given through balancing scales to measure the mass, thermometer to
measure the temperature and measuring jars to measure the capacity. The learners
enthusiastically participated in the activity.
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Perimeter Activity in Math
Lab - Grade IV
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Grouping Activity- Prep II
Certainly our five-year-olds at TSGE find it almost impossible to stand still. Prep I
learners show their understanding of numbers, while engaging in a physical activity.
Variants of the counting number game to form number groups with beans or other
objects onto a table was played to make learning fun. The learners were asked to
make  various groups of different numbers.Certainly our five-year-olds at TSGE
find it almost impossible to stand still. Prep I learners show their understanding of
numbers, while engaging in a physical activity. Variants of the counting number
game to form number groups with beans or other objects onto a table was played to
make learning fun. The learners were asked to make  various groups of different
numbers.
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Sports Day - TSGE
Learners of all ages and abilities came together to showcase their athletic skills and
spirit of competition in a day filled with exciting events and friendly rivalry. From
sprints to relays, every participant gave their best in fun races, gymnastics,
mallakhamb,  badminton and reliving the traditional; not so forgotten seven tiles
game(lagori), and yes, the melodious Band Display gave the fiesta an amazing
closure. 

The learners cheered each other on with great enthusiasm. It was a truly memorable
day that celebrated not only physical prowess but also the values of sportsmanship,
fair play, and camaraderie
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Sci-Pi Day - TSGE
Sci π day, which was celebrated on 28th Feb 2023, was an exciting event that
brought together Science and Math with an opportunity to explore
interconnection between science and math.
During the event, The learners from Prep 1 to Grade IX, got to participate in
interactive activities, experiments, and presentations that were designed to
spark learners interest and engage them in hands-on learning. They found it
fascinating to see how science and math can be used to solve real-world
problems and how they are interconnected.
Moreover, Sci π day helped the learners to cultivate critical thinking, problem-
solving, and analytical skills, which are essential in both science and math
fields. The event left the learners inspired to pursue a career in a STEM-related
field.
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FOLLOW US

Stay tuned for the March edition...

https://tsge.edu.in/

Thank You

https://instagram.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.facebook.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://youtube.com/c/ThakurSchoolofGlobalEducation
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